Abstract
The paper suggests the design of the locking truck hydraulic valve with electro-hydraulic drive and braking, which eliminates the disadvantages of the known designs hydraulic valves. A mathematical model for the study of operating modes of the proposed design of hydraulic valve. As a result of research modes of pressure hydraulic valve is installed, it has a high-speed operation. The proposed design of the shut-off tractor hydraulic valve allows you to quickly make adjustment of the time of its operation during operation using the throttle is part of the hydraulic valve.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays the hydraulic systems using technical water or an emulsion are widely used in the metallurgical equipment. Typical representatives of such hydraulic systems are: control of presses for pipes and rolled wheel production; control of the feeder and the feeding device of step-rolled pipe-rolling mill; hydraulic scale force down; thermal hardening of rolled products; working rolls of rolling mills cooling; interstand cooling and to that similar.

In these hydraulic systems production control of a working liquid consumption is made by means of the standard, serially produced shutoff valves - valve distributors, shutoff gates as with the manual, and electro mechanical drive as well.

The operating experience of shutoff valves in the listed above hydraulic systems showed that valve distributors, locking gates and locking latches with an electro mechanical drive have one common disadvantage - the big reaction time, about 3 – 5 sec. Small speed of these fittings does not allow to create and build high-speed hydraulic systems.

Recently, in these hydraulic systems, widely using of two-linear on-off locking saddle hydrovalves begins. Advantages of these hydrovalves are tightness, high speed and decrease in wear because of saddle performance, small losses of pressure both in hydrovalves, and in connecting channels, a possibility of several functions performance by the hydrovalve, etc. The considered hydrovalves are installed as on pressure head, and drain hydropipelines.

Two-linear on-off locking saddle hydrovalves with the hydraulic and pneumatic drive are known from the review of patent and scientific-technical literature.

The design of the locking saddle hydrovalve with the hydraulic drive of Hemscheidt firm is considered in the present work [1]. This design of the hydrovalve has one essential shortcoming - the reaction time of the hydrovalve depends on properties and characteristics of the spring which is built-in it, as the working cavities areas of the hydrovalve are identical. At the same time hydrovalve reaction time (for opening and closing) will be different. The adjustable throttles provided in a hydrovalve control system allow to stretch reaction time only. Above told does not allow to recustomize the valve quickly.
The design of the locking saddle hydrovalve with the hydraulic drive of Hauhinco firm is known [2]. In this design of the hydrovalve its opening and closing is carried out by means of connection of a valve hydraulic actuator lower cavity with a source of pressure or with discharge, at the same time the hydraulic actuator upper cavity is constantly connected to pressure source. Reaction time of the hydrovalve depends on time of filling or emptying of the lower cavity of a hydraulic actuator. Filling and emptying of the hydraulic actuator lower cavity happens through nozzles (constant throttles) which are built-in in the hydraulic distributor of control. The main shortcoming of the saddle hydrovalve of Hauhinco firm design is that it cannot be used in the hydraulic systems using technical water of a dirty reverse cycle because of overgrowing and a contamination of nozzles. This shortcoming significantly influences on speed of the valve. Besides, means of braking of the valve before its connecting with a saddle are not provided in a design of the hydrovalve.

The existing designs of locking saddle hydrovalves with the pneumatic drive have the following shortcomings: a limited size range of diameter of conditional pass; need existence of a pneumatic control system. The specified shortcomings of the known designs of locking saddle hydrovalves with a pneumatic actuator developed by Institute of Iron and Steel Metallurgy of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine [3], and National Metallurgical Academy of Ukraine [4-6] constrain broad application in the hydraulic systems using technical water or an emulsion.

The design of the locking saddle hydrovalve with the electrohydraulic drive and hydraulic braking considered in work [7] is also known. The operating experience of this hydrovalve in the hydraulic systems using technical water or an emulsion showed that its design has a shortcoming. The shortcoming of the considered hydrovalve design consists in a presence of the calibrated opening (a throttle of constant resistance) in the piston of the hydraulic braking device being a throttle of inertial resistance. Besides, it is offered to use in the pipeline of a working liquid supply to the controlling distributor the filter of rough cleaning 29. It allows to increase reliability of work of normally open, ceramic 3/2 hydraulic valves of Hauhinco firm (Fig. 1(b)) on technical water of a dirty reverse cycle.

At the same time, the principle of a new design of the hydrovalve operation practically does not differ from the known design of the hydrovalve considered in article [7]. The main difference in operation is that the flow out or filling of the hydrovalve braking device cavity the worker liquid happens only through a needle throttle.

3 Technique of researches

Operation of controlling locking saddle hydrovalves exerts a great influence on transition processes in hydraulic systems of the metallurgical equipment. At incorrectly chosen design data of hydrovalves in hydraulic system there can be hydraulic drawbacks. Therefore, at dynamic calculations of hydraulic systems equipment the last need to be considered together with dynamic model of controlling valves.

Let’s consider the standard calculating scheme (Fig. 2) of a design of the locking saddle hydrovalve with the electrohydraulic drive and hydraulic braking.

The equation of the movement of the considered hydrovalve mobile parts taking into account forces viscous and Coulomb friction is as follow [8, 9]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{m_{vd}}{dt^2} &= -\frac{C_f}{dt} - \frac{p_{h.a} - p_{h.d}}{f_{h.a}} + \frac{p_{h.a} - p_{h.d}}{f_{h.d}} + C\left(p_{h.a} - p_{h.d}\right)\frac{v}{f_{h.a}} + h\left(\frac{dy}{dt}\right) \\
&+ T_p\cdot\text{sign}\left(\frac{dy}{dt}\right) + p_{h.a}\left(f_{r.d} - f_{r.d}\right) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

where:
- \(m_{vd}\) – mass of the valve (kg),
- \(G_{vd}\) – weight of the valve mobile parts (N),
- \(h\) – coefficient of viscous friction on valve plunger,
- \(C\) – coefficient of hydrodynamic impact of a liquid flow on valve plunger,
- \(T_p\) – total friction force in sealings of the valve (N),
- \(v\) – speed of the valve plunger (m/s),
- \(y\) – stroke of the valve plunger (mm),
- \(f_{h.a}\) – area of the valve hydraulic actuator piston (m²),
- \(f_{h.d}\) – area of the valve hydraulic braking device piston cavity (m²),
- \(f_{r.d}\) – area of the valve hydraulic braking device rod cavity (m²),
- \(p_{h.a}\) – pressure of working liquid in the valve hydraulic actuator piston cavity (Pa),
- \(p_{h.d}\) – pressure of working liquid below a valve plunger (Pa),
- \(p_{h.d}\) – pressure of working liquid over a valve plunger (Pa).
$p_{b.d.}$ – pressure of working liquid in the valve hydraulic braking device (Pa).

Pressure of working liquid in the valve hydraulic actuator piston cavity can be determined from expression:

at hydrovalve closing:

$$\frac{dp_{b.a.}}{dt} = \frac{E_i}{(f^{p}_{h.a.} + y) f_{h.a.}} \left(q_{dis} - f_{h.a.} \frac{dy}{dt}\right)$$

at hydrovalve opening:

$$\frac{dp_{b.a.}}{dt} = \frac{E_i}{(l^{p}_{h.a.} + h_{val}) f_{h.a.}} \left(f_{h.a.} \frac{dy}{dt} - q_{dis}\right)$$

where:

$E_i$ – the elastic modulus of working liquid (Pa),

$h_{val}$ – working stroke of a hydrovalve plunger (m),

$l^{p}_{h.a.}$ – length of initial volume of the valve hydraulic actuator working cavity (m),

$q_{dis}$ – a consumption of working liquid via the controlling distributor (m³/s).

The consumption of working liquid by the controlling distributor, when filling or emptying a hydraulic actuator piston cavity, is defined from expression:

at hydrovalve closing:

$$q_{dis} = \mu_{dis} f_{dis}^c (t) \frac{2}{\rho} |p_{pr} - p_{h.a.}| \text{sign}(p_{pr} - p_{h.a.})$$

at hydrovalve opening:

$$q_{dis} = \mu_{dis} f_{dis}^o (t) \frac{2}{\rho} |p_{h.a.} - p_{dis}| \text{sign}(p_{h.a.} - p_{dis})$$

where:

$\mu_{dis}$ – coefficient of liquid consumption via the controlling distributor,

$f_{dis}^c (t)$ – change of the area of the section passage when closing the controlling distributor (m²),

$f_{dis}^o (t)$ – change of the area of the section passage when opening the controlling distributor (m²),

$p_{pr}$ – pressure of working liquid in pressure head hydropipelines of control (Pa),

Fig. 1 The locking saddle hydrovalve with the electrohydraulic drive and the hydraulic braking device (caption texts are given in work [7])
$p_{dr}$ – pressure of working liquid in drain hydropipelines of control (Pa).

For adequate modeling of the dynamic phenomena in the valve hydraulic actuator it is necessary to consider not instantaneousness operation of the controlling distributor. Researches of operation nature of zolotnik type distributing devices [10] in the conditions of a volumetric hydraulic actuator showed that the section through passage changes practically under the linear law: at closing:

$$f_{dis}(t) = f_{dis}^{max} \left(1 - \frac{t}{t_c}\right)$$

at opening:

$$f_{dis}(t) = f_{dis}^{max} \frac{t}{t_o}$$

where:

$f_{dis}^{max}(t)$ – the maximum area of the section through passage of the controlling distributor (m$^2$),

$t_c$ – closing time of the controlling distributor operating part (sec),

$t_o$ – opening time of the controlling distributor operating part (sec).

Pressure of working liquid in the valve braking device piston cavity can be determined from expression:

at hydrovalve closing:

$$\frac{dp_{h.d.}}{dt} = \frac{E_i}{(l_{h.d.} + y)f_{h.d.}^p} \left(q_{dis} - f_{dis}^{max} \frac{dy}{dt}\right)$$

at hydrovalve opening:

$$\frac{dp_{h.d.}}{dt} = \frac{E_i}{(l_{h.d.} + h_{val} - y)f_{h.d.}^p} \left(f_{h.d.} \frac{dy}{dt} - q_{dis}\right)$$

where:

$l_{h.d.}^o$ – length of initial volume of the hydraulic braking device working cavity (m),

$q_{dis}$ – consumption of working liquid through a needle throttle (m$^3$/s).

The consumption of working liquid through a needle throttle at filling or emptying of the hydraulic braking device working cavity is defined by from expression:

$$q_{dis} = \mu_{thr} f_{thr} \sqrt{2 \rho \left|p_{val} - p_{b.d.}\right|} \text{sign} \left(p_{val} - p_{b.d.}\right)$$

where:

$\mu_{thr}$ – consumption coefficient through a needle throttle,

$f_{thr}$ – area of the passage section through of a needle throttle (m$^2$).

As an example, we investigate the opening and closing modes of the locking saddle hydrovalve with electrohydraulic controlling and hydraulic braking installed on the pressure head pipeline at the following parameters: $m_{val} = 5$ kg; $G_{val} = 50$ N; $p_{val}^p = p_{pr} = 30 \cdot 10^6$ Pa; $p_{val} = p_{br} = 1.0 \cdot 10^6$ Pa; $f_{dis}^{max} = 0.00312$ m$^2$; $f_{thr}^p = 0.0023$ m$^2$; $f_{h.d.}^p = f_{val} = 0.002123$ m$^2$; $h_{val} = 0.013$ m; $T_p = 100$ N; $E_i = 2 \cdot 10^6$ Pa [11]; $h = 2.8 \cdot 10^{-4}$; $C = 0.001$;

$\mu_{thr} = 0.4$; $\mu_{thr} = 0.2$; $\rho = 1000$ kg/m$^3$; $f_{max}^{dis} = 0.000201$ m$^2$;

$l_{h.d.}^o = l_{h.a.}^o = 0.05$ m.

In this case for a research of the offered design of the hydrovalve operating modes the section through passage area size of a needle throttle was chosen as the varied parameter $f_{thr}$.

Results of a research of operating modes of the hydrovalve are presented in the form of diagrams of speed $v_{val}$ and stroke $y_{val}$ of a plunger of the pressure head hydrovalve at closing (Fig. 3) and opening (Fig. 4) depending on size $f_{thr}$.

### 4 Conclusions

On the basis of operating modes of the pressure head saddle hydrovalve with electrohydraulic controlling analysis at the closing and opening received for different sizes $f_{thr}$ it is possible to make the conclusion that the nature of change of plunger movement speed $v_{val}$ and consequently, the plunger stroke $y_{val}$ for the set distance are not identical and significantly differ. At the same time, at the section through passage area $f_{thr}$ increase, the speed of the hydrovalve plunger motion $v_{val}$ increases that as a result affects the hydrovalve speed. It indicates the need to set the throttle through passage section area $f_{thr}$, proceeding from the necessary reaction time. Besides, it is...
Fig. 3 Operating modes of the locking saddle hydrovalve with electrohydraulic management when closing, depending on the area of the section through passage of a throttle $f_{th}$: a) the locking hydrovalve plunger movement speed; b) the locking hydrovalve plunger stroke:
1 – at $f_{th} = 0; 2 – at f_{th} = 3.14 \cdot 10^{-6} m^2; 3 – at f_{th} = 1.256 \cdot 10^{-5} m^2; 4 – at f_{th} = 2.826 \cdot 10^{-5} m^2; 5 – at f_{th} = 5.024 \cdot 10^{-5} m^2; 6 – at f_{th} = 7.85 \cdot 10^{-5} m^2.

Fig. 4 Operating modes of the locking saddle hydrovalve with electrohydraulic controlling at opening, depending on the through passage section area of a throttle $f_{th}$: a) the locking hydrovalve plunger movement speed; b) the locking hydrovalve plunger stroke:
1 – at $f_{th} = 0; 2 – at f_{th} = 3.14 \cdot 10^{-6} m^2; 3 – at f_{th} = 1.256 \cdot 10^{-5} m^2; 4 – at f_{th} = 2.826 \cdot 10^{-5} m^2; 5 – at f_{th} = 5.024 \cdot 10^{-5} m^2; 6 – at f_{th} = 7.85 \cdot 10^{-5} m^2.
necessary to pay attention that at completely closed throttle, the hydrovalve when closing and opening has insignificant movement. It can be explained by the fact that the valve hydraulic actuator piston area is more than the braking device piston area.
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